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Posts Tags NRC’s new process allows for expedited C-19 approval The Nuclear
Regulatory Commission has new process in the form of a policy to expedite

C-19 licensing for Canadian nuclear power stations. The C-19 approval
process allows for the approval of a build to operate a nuclear power plant

upon approval of an alternate site. Normally, as a condition of license,
Canadian nuclear power plants must be approved to be built in a specific

location, and for safety reasons, the ultimate license is not granted until the
reactor is built in that location. The C-19 policy acts as a stop-gap measure

and creates a “pathway” for regulators to approve the construction of a
Canadian nuclear plant at an alternate site. “Today, almost all Canadian NRC

C-19 applications are proceeding and will soon be complete,” said a NRC
spokesperson. The new policy allows for the expedited process. “We will focus

on applications submitted by January 1, 2008 and allow for further
implementation of this policy, based on particular circumstances,” the

spokesperson said. The NRC has released several proposals and goals in a
recent appearance before the Canadian House of Commons’ Standing

Committee on Environment and Sustainable Development. “Canada has more
than 200 operating nuclear reactors. Of those, 94 reactors are considered to

be at a stage where the construction has been initiated. Now that the
proposed reactors have been identified, the next step is to complete the

application to NRC and any pre-application work that NRC requires in order to
approve a nuclear construction project,” the NRC said.The present invention
relates to a card connector and more particularly to a card connector having
improved positioning structure for holding a memory card. As computers and
other electronic devices become more portable and have more functionality,
the use of various memory cards for storing and transferring data and other
information has become widespread. For example, these memory cards can

be used in digital cameras
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